Professional Development Workshops
Sponsored by STEPs (Support and Training for the Evaluation of Programs)
Cost: $40 ea. ($20 for students), plus $10 for CEUs (optional)

What’s so logical about a logic model?

February 13, 2019 | 9:00 A.M. – 11:00 A.M. | CEC 201
Presented by: Natalie Scarpa, MPA, PLMHP, PCMSW and Jennifer Smith, MPPA, MCMHC student
A well-prepared logic model is essential to any program or effort. It is a one-page depiction of the inputs, activities, outputs, outcomes, and impact of a program. Bring a team member to learn and work together on a logic model for your program.

Reserved parking available in Lot E.
General Registration $40 | Student Registration $20

Discovering Basic Statistics using Excel

March 27, 2019 | 1:00 P.M. – 3:00 P.M. | CPACS 219
Presented by: Natalie Scarpa, MPA, PLMHP, PCMSW and Rachel Lubischer, MSW student
Come learn tips and tricks for performing basic statistics with Microsoft Excel. You will learn levels of measurement; calculate measures of central tendency, run sum, count, and countif formulas, and apply basic statistics to improve evidence-informed decision-making in your program. This workshop will take place in a computer lab for hands-on practice.
Consider parking in the East or West parking garage: purchase your $3 permit online.
General Registration $40 | Student Registration $20

Using Data Interpretation Sessions to Engage and Inform

April 10, 2019 | 1:00 P.M. – 3:00 P.M. | CEC 201
Presented by: Natalie Scarpa, MPA, PLMHP, PCMSW and December Lange Treacy, PA, Ph.D. student
Tap into the expertise and experience that surrounds you by facilitating interactive data interpretation sessions with your key stakeholders: clients, staff, coalitions, and boards. This interactive workshop will help you understand the value and challenges of interactive data sessions, experience various data interpretation approaches, and plan an interactive data interpretation session.
Reserved parking available in Lot E.
General Registration $40 | Student Registration $20